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(from left to right)

Row 1
Angela Davis
Scott Bentz
Melora Owen Bentz
Jennifer "Jen" Breen Rose-wood
Rachel Cohen
Kathryn "Kathy" Chadman
Kelly King-O'Brien

Row 2
Nehara Kalev
Brian Postow
Makoto "Mak" Saito
Wanda Benvenutti
Carl Kumpe
Robert "Rob" Little
Stephanie Davis-Kahl

Row 3
Rebecca Churchill Sterling
Dana Boswell Williams
Andrew Burke
Charlotte Burgess Auburn
Cristin Hubbard Miller
Naomi Schachter
Janet McKelvey
James "Jay" Hardin
Eric Freeman

Row 4
K. Scott Alberts
Christopher Weaver
Joshua "Josh" Levy
Christopher "Chris" Pinelo
Mary "Mary Lynne" Allen Bennett
Elizabeth Fairley
Joshua "Josh" Robinson
Christopher "Chris" Elmendorf

Row 5
Justin "Alex" Hershey
Matthew "Matt" Hubbard
Jason Bribitzer-Stull '95
Matthew "Matt" Bribitzer-Stull
Sky Pettay
Akila Weerapan
Molia "Molly" Dumbleton